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MARC ROSS*

Industrial Energy Conservationt

INTRODUCTION

During the first seven decades of the twentieth century energy prices
fell dramatically and .the energy forms purchased by final consumers
became much easier to use. Energy use rose six fold in the United States
during this period, an average growth of over two percent per annum.
The energy supply industry created an enormous capital base: oil and gas
fields, refineries, power plants, and energy transportation systems. A huge
construction industry grew up to create these kinds of facilities. Moreover,
energy users adapted their capital to the cheap easy-to-use energy. Manufacturers came to rely primarily on relatively simple natural gas-fueled
equipment; commercial buildings were designed to overwhelm user and
climatic variations with energy rather than through efficient design; and
during the 1950s and 1960s, automobile and appliance energy efficiencies
fell as the real prices of gasoline and electricity fell.
This pattern dramatically changed in the 1970s. Fuel costs increased,
energy conversion costs significantly increased, and certain energy supplies were interrupted. As a result, both the private and public sector face
critical issues of capital allocation and emergency planning. How much
capital investment in energy supply is needed? What public policies are
needed to assure an adequate energy supply? What would be the political,
economic and environmental side effects of these policies and investments? Any attempt to respond to these questions critically depends on
one's general expectations for energy demand. In effect, the decision
making rests on implicit or explicit forecasts of energy demand.
In this paper, the energy requirements of the United States manufacturing sector are considered for the recent past and the near future. Dra*Physics Department, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.
t1 want to thank all my colleagues at the Energy Productivity Center of the Mellon Institute and
the Alliance to Save Energy for the pleasure and benefit I got from them as collaborators in two
major studies of industrial energy use. The help from energy managers of firms and staff of trade
associations in the basic materials industries was also essential. Perhaps these people will be just as
happy not to be named individually since the analysis and conclusions-and mistakes-presented
here are mine. I do individually thank Mike Reid and Robin Miller of the Alliance to Save Energy,
Samir Salama of Energy and Environmental Analysis, and Richard Thoreson of the Office of Technology Assessment for their comments and help with parts of this manuscript.
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matic reductions in energy requirements per unit of real economic activity
have been occurring. Underlying reasons for these reductions and their
continuation or reversal will be discussed.
ENERGY USE IN MANUFACTURING
The Structure of IndustrialEnergy Use
This article focuses on the United States manufacturing sector. The
U.S. Department of Energy includes manufacturing, mining, agriculture,
and construction in the industrial sector.' Industrial energy use divides
roughly into: manufacturing 78 percent, mining ten percent, agriculture
six percent, construction six percent. 2 Overall, industrial energy use is
39 percent of total energy use in the United States (1981).'
A matrix of energy use by manufacturing sector and by energy carrier
is shown for 1980 in Table 1. For example, looking at the second from
last or the last columns, one sees that the basic materials sectors predominate. These sectors are (in order of energy use): chemicals, primary
metals, petroleum refining, paper, and stone, clay and glass. The energy
consumption in these sectors is 81 or 77 percent of the manufacturing
total, depending on whether electrical use is counted in terms of electrical
energy or primary energy, respectively. As a result of this dominance,
most of the detail in this article will refer to the basic materials industries.
The energy forms used in manufacturing predominantly are natural gas
and, using primary energy accounting, electricity. In 1980, the use of
petroleum products was concentrated in chemical feedstock, and in petroleum refining where captive by-products are used to fuel the process.
There were only 1.4 quads of other oil uses. Industry, however, is shifting
back to more use of oil in the near term as oil prices decrease and gas
prices increase. Use of coal in general manufacturing is also relatively
light (not counting the electric utility industry). Of the 2.8 quads in 1980,
more than half was used by the steel industry.
It may be of some interest to know how the fairly complete accounting
of Table 1 differs from the readily available census data. 4 Four major
categories of fuel use are not directly included in the latter: chemical
feedstocks, captive petroleum products used in refining, captive coal used
by the steel industry, and wood-derived fuels used by the paper industry.
I. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, MONTHLY ENERGY REVIEW.
2. Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc., The Industrial Sector, Energy Consumption Data
Base for 1975 and 1976, a report to the Energy Information Administration, Dept. of Energy (1980).
SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE, A NEW PROSPERITY: BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FUTURE 385 ff (1981).
3. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, supra note 1.
4. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Fuels and Electricity Consumed and General Statisticsfor Industry
Groups and Industries, ANNUAL SURVEY OF MANUFACTURES (1980, and previous years).
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(The latter is shown but not included in the totals in Table 1). These uses
amount to 40 percent of total fuel use in manufacturing, counting the
wood-derived fuel. 5 It is the large size of this modification to census data
which makes temporal analysis of energy use data from the census so
uncertain. Another difficulty with census data is that allocations among
four-digit Standard Industrial Classification (S.I.C.) sectors is often misleading because it is based on data from large multipurpose establishments. For example, the sectoral breakdown for chemicals often does not
correspond to the patterns of production at actual establishments. Care
must therefore be taken to examine sectors or groups of sectors which
do correspond to those patterns.
A different dimension of energy usage is function. The breakdown of
energy in manufacturing by functional usage is shown in Table 2. Heating
is the main function, claiming 54-65 percent of energy used depending
on one's accounting convention. Raw material (or feedstock) and machine
drive are the next largest functional uses.
Energy Cost and Energy Intensity
The price of energy to industry has risen even more than to other
consumers. The histories of national average prices to industry for electricity, 6 gas,7 and residual oil' are shown in Figure 1. These are "real"
prices, deflated using the producer price index for all commodities. Since
the low-price year of 1969, the real prices of energy have risen (1982)
by factors of 1.82 for electricity, 4.22 for gas, and 2.86 for residual oil.
The weighted average price of energy to industry, including all forms,
rose by a factor of 2.8 during the period. While residual oil prices are
now stable or declining, real gas and electricity prices are continuing to
rise.
The energy prices to energy-intensive industries located at favorable
sites for cheap energy have risen by even greater factors. This is especially
true for natural gas users in the Gulf States and electricity users in the
Northwest.
The average cost of energy in 1980, including the estimated value of
captive fuels and feedstocks not in census data, compared to value added
in certain manufacturing sectors is shown in Table 3. While manufacturing
exclusive of basic materials has an energy to value added ratio of only
5. Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc., supra note 2.
6. See EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE, STATISTICAL YEARBOOK OF THE ELECTRIC
UTILITY INDUSTRY (1978) and U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, supra note 1.
7. AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION, GAS FACTS (annual) and U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY, supra note I (combines electric utility and industrial customers).
8. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPT. OF LABOR, PRODUCER PRICE INDEX and
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, supra note I (combines electric utility and industrial customers).
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TABLE 2
MANUFACTURING ENERGY USE BY FUNCTION, PERCENT*
Carrier
Energy'

Primary
Energyb

2

2

Lighting and space cooling
Direct heat'
Process steam

2
35
30

4
30
24

Machine drived
Electrolysis

10
2

21
5

Raw material'

19

15

Space heat

*Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc., The Industrial Sector, Energy Consumption Data Base
for 1975 and 1976, a report to the Energy Information Administration, Dept. of Energy (1980).
*Electrical energy @ 3413 Btu/kwh.
'i.e., including losses in generation and transmission of electricity.
'Carrier energy: 4% electricity, 96% fuel.
'Carrier energy: 21% fuel (steam), 79% electricity.
'Coke for blast furnaces 37%, organic chemical feedstocks 61%, carbon anodes for aluminum
smelting 2%.

three percent, several major basic materials sectors have ratios of 1/4, 1/3,
or more. It is seen that two-digit basic materials S.I.C.s have high energycost subsectors. The pattern is energy-intensive upstream activities and
labor intensive downstream acitivies. Thus, for S.I.C. sectors 26 and 28
the energy use and value added fractions in the upstream sectors are:
pulp and paper mills (261-3)
basic chemicals (281 & 286)

Energy
95%
75%

Value added
43%
32%

The energy intensities for certain basic materials are shown in Table
4. This is the energy used within each manufacturing sector to produce
an average ton of product. Note again that the particular numbers depend
on accounting conventions. The reductions in energy intensity being achieved
for basic materials will be discussed in general terms in the following
section and in industry-specific terms in the latter part of this article.
TYPES OF CHANGE IN ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
Energy Service and Energy Intensity
The concept of energy service is critical in the analysis of energy
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(CONVERTED TO 1980'$ USING THE
PRODUCER
PRICE INDEX FOR ALL COMMODITIES)
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1965

I

I

I
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*includes electric utilities
FIGURE 1. Price of energy to industrial users (national average).
demand. Examples of energy services in manufacturing are production
of steel and other basic materials, and the fabrication and assembly of
consumer products. The consumption of energy carriers to provide an
energy service is the product of the demand for the service and the energy
intensity of the service. For example, in producing steel, the unit of
service could be tons of steel products shipped from steel mills and the
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TABLE 3
THE COST OF ENERGY COMPARED TO VALUE ADDED AND
TO VALUE OF SHIPMENTS, PERCENT (1980)*
Sector
SIC

Compare to
Value Added

Compared to
Value of
Shipments

16
31

6
I1

26
261-3

Paper and Allied Products'
Pulp and Paper Mills'

28
281
286

Chemicals and Allied Products'
Industrial Inorganics
Industrial Organicsb

29

Petroleum Refining'

35

4

32
3241

Stone, Clay, and Glass
Hydraulic Cement

15
45

8

33
331
3334

Primary Metals'
Basic Steel"
Primary Aluminumd

23
32
46

8

20-39

Manufacturing except sectors
26, 28, 29, 32 and 33

3

2e

12, 23
27
21, 76

*These are estimated based on U.S. Bureau of Census, Fuels and Electricity Consumed, and Annual
Statisticsfor Industry Groups and Industries, ANNUAL SURVEY OF MANUFACTURERS, except
as noted (1980) and on author's estimates of additional energy costs indicated below.
'Cost of wood-derived fuels not included.
'ASM energy cost without cost of organic feedstocks and with cost of organic feedstock are shown,
respectively. The organic feedstock cost is estimated as 2.70 quads times $3.01/million Btu (the
cost of natural gas to SIC sector 28 in ASM).
c The energy cost is the sum of that given in ASM and 1.68 quads of captive fuel evaluated at $2.67/
million Btu (the cost of natural gas to SIC sector 29 in ASM).
dThe energy cost for basic steel is the sum of that given in ASM and 1.00 quad of metallurgical
coal at $1.39/million Btu (the cost of coal to SIC sector 331 in ASM). The energy cost for primary
aluminum is the sum of that given in ASM and 0.08 quads of petroleum coke at $1.50/million
Btu.
'The denominator is shipments out of the total manufacturing sector.

intensity could be the fuel used within the industry in making an average
ton of steel products:
consumption of fuel =
production of steel (tons) x fuel use per ton of steel
Thus there are two broad categories of change which affect the consumption of energy in a manufacturing sector: (1) changes in the level
of production of a product and (2) changes in manufacturing practice
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TABLE 4
ENERGY INTENSITIES FOR SELECTED BASIC-MATERIALS
Energy Intensity 1980
(million Btu/ton)
carrier
energya
Paperc

20.1

Steel'

28.4

Chemicals
Aluminum f
Petroleum Refining,

60

Cementh

primaryb
energy
26.3
33.8

(for example),

77
0.58*
5.1

166
0.63*
6.0

*Million Btu per barrel.
. with electricity evaluated at 3413 Btu/kwh.
bwith purchased electricly evaluated at about 1I,000 Btu/kwh as per Table I.
The energy intensities are the totals from Table I per ton of paper and paper board produced.
(Market pulp is not considered.)
'The energy intensities are the totals from Table I per ton of shipped steel products (no inventory
correction).
Estimate for polyethylene, Ayres, Final Report on Future Energy Consumption by the Industrial
Chemicals Industry, The Energy Productivity Center of the Mellon Institute, Report of the Industrial
Energy Productivity Project (April 1982).
f The energy intensities are totals from Table I per ton of shipped product as reported by the Aluminum
Association. If the base is tons of domestic primary plus secondary metal the energy intensities
are 3% higher and if the base is tons of primary metal it is 37% higher.
The energy intensities are the totals from Table 1 per barrel of crude oil input to refineries.
'Energy use for SIC 3241 (from U.S. Bureau of Census, Fuels and Electricity Consumed, ANNUAL
SURVEY OF MANUFACTURERS (1980) di 'ided by total cement production from STATISTICAL
ABSTRACT OF THE U.S.

which change the energy intensity of the product (including the mix of
inputs and outputs in that sector).
Fortunately for society, but unfortunately for ease of interpretation,
energy service can be defined at very different levels, or, one can say,
with very different system boundaries. Continuing with our example of
steel, services could be defined at the level of major process steps within
the steel mill such as converting hot metal and scrap to steel ingots; or
they could be defined as above at the typical steel mill gate where products
like bars and sheet are shipped. Instead, the service could be defined as
the provision of, e.g., consumer appliances or automobiles including the
concomitant steel making. In principle, it is possible to come still closer
to the consumer and consider the provision of, e.g., refrigeration or
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mobility. Depending on the level at which the enrgy service is defined,
the interactions between various manufacturing and consumer decisions
would be evaluated differently. Thus, for example, the impact of making
cars lighter could be considered, on the one hand, in the energy intensity
of providing automobile travel to a consumer or, on the other, as an effect
on the demand for steel.
The overwhelming importance to manufacturing energy use of the
production of basic materials suggests that the production of major basic
materials be taken as the energy services to be dealt with in detail. This
will prove very convenient because, for basic materials, there are physical
measures of production which can be accurately related to analysis of
energy intensity. Analysis of trends in energy use per economically-measured unit of production would be, by comparison, very uncertain.
The energy services are thus taken to be provision of basic materials
as exemplified by steel and aluminum, paper, petroleum products, chemicals, and cement. For purposes of illustration, developments in paper
and steel will be discussed in some detail in the last part of this paper.
In each case, energy use by industrial sectors other than the S.I.C.s
in question is not included. Thus, for example, mining energy use is not
included in the energy intensity of steel production. Likewise, energy
used to produce capital equipment purchased from other sectors is not
included.
The Demand for Basic Materials
Forecasts of demand for industrial products are based on forecasts of
overall econmic activity and depend; in addition, on analysis of relationships among products. There have been, however, serious pitfalls in
carrying out such procedures. The most serious difficulties are that some
commonly used indicators of materials production do not closely reflect
physical production (tons) of materials needed for energy analysis,9 and
some markets for materials have changed fundamentally in the past decade
so that the longer term trends of the past can be misleading.
The first difficulty can be overcome by carefully selecting indicators
of production for each material. The second can be overcome by focusing
on recent trends of the past 10-15 years. It is useful to buttress this
analysis by consideration of changes in trends of specific product markets
over the longer term, as indicated below in the discussion of paper and
steel.
The general trend in consumption of all the basic materials will now
9. In particular the Federal Reserve Board indices for production in the 2-digit SIC sectors 26
and 28 (for paper and chemicals) are not suitable for this purpose. See M. Ross, Materials Trends
in the U.S. Economy (to be published).
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be discussed. The consumption (production plus net imports) of materials
in physical terms is shown per unit of real GNP in Figures 2 and 3.lo A
declining tendency is evident for most materials. Even the more modem
basic materials, aluminum and chemicals, show saturation and its onset,
respectively. Of all major materials, only plastics is still growing much
faster than GNP. These comments apply to physical measures (tons), not
to value (dollars).
There are a variety of reasons consumption of materials does not track
aggregate economic activity and why, more particularly, the growth rates
for materials relative to GNP are declining with time." The principal
reason is the maturation of products. Materials-intensive products tend
to be older products and many have matured or are maturing in the
marketplace. Thus, for example, major (heavy) appliances like refrigerators, stoves, clothes washers and dryers, and air conditioners have
achieved remarkable levels of saturation. New kinds of products are, on
the average, less materials intensive to some degree because they are
designed to be light in weight, but primarily because they tend to embody
development and service costs rather than materials costs, as exemplified
by information and communications equipment and medical supplies and
equipment. This low materials intensity is associated more with the general state of technological development, the general state of consumer
tastes, and the economy, than with relative increases in the prices of basic
materials.
Another reason for the relative decline in many materials is materials
substitution. For example, plastics are being substituted for other materials
often with a great reduction in weight. Another important factor is developments in design and materials which affect product life, including
10. The sources of data for the figures are: Steel: Apparent supply (to U.S. consumers) of shipped
steel mill products, AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, ANNUAL STATISTICAL REPORT (1980). Aluminum: Net shipments to U.S. consumers, ALUMINUM ASSOCIATION, ALUMINUM STATISTICAL REVIEW FOR 1981 at 5 and ALUMINUM ASSOCIATION, ALUMINUM
STATISTICAL REVIEW-HISTORIAL SUPPLEMENT. Chemicals: M. Ross, Measuring Trends
in the Production of Chemicals (to be published), provides an energy weighted index of tons of
basic chemicals. This is domestic production. Paper: New supply (to U.S. consumers) of paper and
paper-board, AMERICAN PAPER INSTITUTE, STATISTICS OF PAPER, PAPERBOARD AND
WOODPULP 2 (1981). The energy content of petroleum products consumed in the U.S., U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, supra note I at 8 (Feb. 1983) and, for 1960-72, CONGRESSIONAL
RESEARCH SERVICE, THE ENERGY FACTBOOK, A REPORT PREPARED FOR THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND POWER OF THE COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND
FOREIGN COMMERCE OF THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 130 (1980). The latter
data is scaled to agree with the former in 1973. Cement: total cement production BUREAU OF THE
CENSUS, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, HISTORICAL STATISTICS OF THE U.S.: COLONIAL TIMES TO 1970; STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED STATES (1982-83);
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS (March 1983).
il. M. ROSS AND R. WILLIAMS, OUR ENERGY REGAINING CONTROL, 5ff and figure
4.2 on 45 (1981).
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the role of style in marketing and the extent of repair and remanufacture
of parts.' 2 One clear development is that customers are holding on to
automobiles longer.
There are other important changes in the level of domestic materials
production. Recycling, i.e., the use of secondary materials, has increased
relatively for paper, steel and aluminum. Net imports have increased for
steel, while recent developments show net imports should increase for
aluminum and decline for paper and petroleum products.
An Energy-weighted Index of Basic MaterialsProduction
Economic measures such as value added (like the Department of Commerce's Gross Product Originating) or economically-weighted indices
12. W. Conn, Factors Affecting Product Lifetime (August 1978) (a study by the School of
Architecture and Urban Planning, Univ. of California, Los Angeles, for the National Science Foundation).
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1380
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Ratio of materials consumption to real GNP. (Units: Aluminum in
tons per million 1972, petroleum refinery products in ten-thousand
Btu per 1972 $, and chemicals indexed to 1.0 in 1967.)

(like those of the Federal Reserve Board) may embody factors which are
inconsistent with energy analysis involving energy-per-ton-of-product
considerations. To avoid these, a combined index for basic materials
production will be constructed here using energy-per-ton weighting. Such
an index may be constructed by considering a time series based on tons
of production for steel, aluminum, chemicals, paper, petroleum refining,
and cement, and weighing each by the corresponding energy intensity
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(Table 2). If primary energies including chemical feedstocks are included
in the weights, then it is found that basic materials production in 1981
was 1.13 times higher than in 1972.'" The basic materials production
relative to real GNP was 11 percent lower in 1981 than in 1972.
Determinants of Energy Intensity
The energy consumed by an industry is changing for a number of
reasons as shown in Table 5. The types of change are listed from left to
right in their approximate order of importance. The demand for materials
has already been discussed. The remaining types of change all have an
impact on the energy intensity of materials production. Each of these will
be discussed briefly in terms of the underlying reasons which have been
judged to have a major influence on the type of change in question. The
types of change will be discussed here in general terms and in more detail
for paper and steel in the last part of the article.
New ProductionFacilities
The creation of major production facilities may simply enable a manufacturer to reoptimize the components of an established production process in response to the major changes in price structure, especially in
energy prices, which have occurred in the past decade. Instead, new
facilities may embody fundamental changes in the production technology;
such changes usually, but not always, require new facilities. Very substantial reductions in energy intensity compared to average performance
are usually achieved in both cases.
Fundamental process changes with major energy impacts have recently
been developed or are under development for almost all of the materials. 4
One industry, organic chemicals, is a particularly active area of change.
Very important changes are also taking place in steel and cement and, to
a lesser extent, in paper technology. Often, most or all of the advantages
can be captured by building major facilities at an old plant site, keeping
most of the old facilities. Creation of such brownfield, as opposed to
greenfield, capacity is the norm in steel, paper, and petroleum refining
in the United States.
In the past, the major reason for creation of new production facilities
was to increase production capacity. Now, with the lower domestic growth
13. The index for production is constructed from 7 measures of tonnage production, Pi(t), and 7
energy intensities ei(O) (in primary million Btu/ton). The production index is then I(t) = TPi(t)ei(O)
where runs over the six basic materials under consideration plus chemical feedstocks. (For the latter
P(t) is for basic organics (M. Ross, supra note 10) and P(1980)e(O) is 2.70 quads as shown in Table
1.) The index for production is thus the energy that would have been consumed in producing these
materials if energy intensities were fixed at their 1980 levels.
14. M. CHIOGIOJI, INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSERVATION (1979).
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of the 1970s and 1980s, the creation of additional capacity in these mature
industries is generally less attractive. Even when growth in markets does
not require new capacity, new facilities may be created to replace antiquated facilities or to take advantage of new cost-cutting opportunities.
There is less replacement of antiquated facilities than the statistics on
"retirement" or financial accounting practices would seem to suggest. In
many industries, old equipment tends to be maintained beyond its nominal
life or is rebuilt. On the other hand, technological change, often combined
with changes in prices, can make the scrapping of existing facilities
profitable before the end of the nominal lives. Even the United States
steel industry, which is operating under severe financial constraints, is
replacing older facilities for steel making and rough shaping, i.e., they
are installing basic oxygen or electric arc steel making for open hearth,
and installing continuous casting in place of the ingot-soaking pit-rough
rolling process.
The overall picture is not bright for investment in plant and equipment
for basic materials production since profit margins tend to be small.
Foreign capacity is being built, often with subsidies (originating sometimes within the U.S.), to the point where substantial world overcapacity
may exist. More attractive investments compete for capital funds, e.g.,
in electric utilities and oil and gas extraction, 5 in real estate and construction, in high-tech growth industries and, especially, in financial manipulation involving no creation of physical capital, such as mergers.
The technical climate, in many cases, is also poor. Older industries,
like paper and steel, have very limited involvement in productionprocess
research and development. Most of that research and development is
being conducted in foreign countries. A measure of technical sophistication for firms in these industries has become their contacts with foreign
engineering firms and equipment vendors. This lack of technical initiative
extends to the plant floor. Of the major basic materials industries, only
organic chemicals and products can be said to be strongly staffed with
production engineers. Finns in other industries have some very good
engineers, but there are few of them. This lack of technical capability
inhibits investment in both new production facilities and modernization
of existing facilities.
Modernization of Existing Facilities
Because of both new technical opportunities and changed prices for
inputs, especially energy, the installation of more efficient equipment for
existing equipment or installation of add-on equipment is an important
15. M. ROSS and R. WILLIAMS, supra note II at 45.
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potential area of change. 6 Some of the main general categories of such
technologies which reduce energy intensity are more efficient burners,
more efficient motors and lights, heat recovery, automatic controls, the
capture and reuse of waste materials, cogeneration, and insulation. The
following discussion will expand on a few of these.
Heat recovery is a diverse opportunity including capture of waste heat,
its application, and, in some cases, the upgrading of heat quality, i.e.,
using a heat pump.' 7 The main sources of heat are burner stack gases,
heafed product, and other material streams. The main applications are
production of steam for general use (waste-heat boilers) and the preheating
of materials, e.g., of water at a boiler, of the product stream at a heater,
or of fuel or air destined for combustion-all at the unit where the heat
is being recovered.
Automatic controls, of course, are of increasing importance as the
technology improves. There are four main categories: process controls
which sense process characteristics such as temperatures and flow rates
and optimize them; burner controls such as those which control the airto-fuel ratio; motor controls which, e.g., adapt motor speed to the load;
and energy management control systems which schedule equipment and
energy carier usage.
Materials which have previously been disposed of, such as (flared) byproduct gases, organics in waste streams (e.g., in exhaust gases at a paint
dryer), water, or steam condensate, are subject to capture and use. Like
the above categories, this is a very diverse set of opportunities. A related
kind of change is reduction in the materials flows themselves. Thus, water
content in, e.g., pulp being bleached, can be reduced as well as the
fraction of the water discharged.
Cogeneration involves the production of work and useful heat from
the same source of high quality energy.' 8 Physics dictates that the generation of work (electricity or shaft pov er) is accompanied by the discharge of heat. By design, this heat, instead of being wasted, can be
produced in a form such as steam which is of a quality and quantity
needed at the site. This efficient technology is restricted, in part by
economic considerations, to applications where heat of low to moderate
temperature is needed on a regular basis.
16. See ALLIANCE TO SAVE ENERGY, INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY: OPPORTUNITIES, MANAGEMENT PRACTICES, AND TAX INCENTIVES (1983).
THE ENERGY CONSERVATION CENTER, SUCCESSFUL CASES OF ENERGY CONSERVATION: RECENT EXCELLENT 111 EXAMPLES IN JAPANESE INDUSTRY (1982).
17. D. REAY, HEAT RECOVERY SYSTEMS: A DIRECTORY OF EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES (1979).
18. Williams, Industrial Cogeneration in 3 ANNUAL REVIEW OF ENERGY 313 (1978); and
P. Bos, The Potential for Cogeneration Development in Six Major Industries by 1985 (1977) (a
report by Resource Planning Associates, Inc., to the Federal Energy Administration).
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The above listing involves very general categories and is incomplete.
It should not give the impression that the kinds of opportunities are
limited. An enormous variety of production-process modifications can be
adopted in particular situations. The ways energy can be used and saved
are even more diverse than the ways that each step or steps of a manufcturing process can be carried out. While the absolute energy efficiency
of each step of most energy intensive industrial processes is fairly high,
there is room to make the efficiency higher or to carry out the step
differently with reduced energy use.
The Cost of Saved Energy
It is useful for this discussion to describe in economic terms the opportunity to improve energy efficiency through energy investment in existing facilities. The focus is on those modernization investments whose
primary purpose is energy conservation. The fact that facilities are being
modernized and not replaced means that we are discussing relatively small
investments costing in the range of ten million dollars and less. Changes
which are primarily modifications of operations, but which may involve
some very small investment, e.g., under $100,000, are not under consideration.
One way to describe the opportunity to improve energy efficiency is
through cost of saved energy distributions. In Figure 4, each investment
project is represented by a rectangle whose height is the capital cost of
saved energy (the ratio of the capital cost to annual energy savings), and
whose breadth corresponds to the annual energy savings. The vertical
axis is thus expressed in units such as dollars per million Btu saved
annually and the horizontal axis in million Btu saved annually (or as a
percent). A rectangle illustrating one project is shown in the figure. Let
us assume this project costs one million dollars and saves 104 billion Btu
per year. Its capital cost of saved energy is the $9.60 per annual million
Btu, as shown vertically. If the base energy consumption at the plant
were 11.6 trillion Btu per year, then the savings would be 0.9 percent,
shown as a horizontal interval. To construct the figure, projects are arranged in order of increasing cost of saved energy and the corresponding
rectangles are placed from left to right. The horizontal axis is thus the
cumulative energy savings rate which is shown here as a percentage of
annual energy use at the facility. The tops of the rectangles create a more
or less smooth curve which forms the capital-cost-of-saved-energy curve.
This curve is analogous to the "supply curve" for fuel often discussed
by economists. It shows that as investments are made, more capacity to
provide (saved) energy is created, and that this capacity becomes more
costly once the less costly opportunities have been exploited.
In addition to using the figure to connect the cost of saved energy with
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Capital cost of saved energy curve (illustrated).

cumulative energy savings, it can be used to compare the capital cost of
saved energy to the investment required to produce a million Btu per
year of the energy form in question. For example, if certain oil investments, including processing and transportation facilities, cost $40,000
per barrel per day, that corresponds to $19 per annual million Btu.
Changes in Operations
A great variety of actions are subsumed under this heading as a matter
of convenience in presentation. The major categories are housekeeping
and local scheduling (including minor equipment expenses), allocation
of production among major facilities, increased substitution of secondary
for virgin material, fuel switching, and shifting among products within
a given basic materials sector.
Local scheduling, such as turning off equipment when not in use, and
improved maintenance, are examples of better housekeeping. Steam system maintenance, eliminating leaks and servicing traps, is very significant
in some plants. Maintenance and scheduling can support each other through
a monitoring system. A major component of better housekeeping can be
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employee paticipation in conservation as a part of quality of work and
quality of product programs. Metering and other feedback systems are
also important.
Reduced use or closure of relatively inefficient facilities, e.g., in steel,
has been a critical component of cost control with relatively low investment. In part, this results in reduced production capacity. In part, the
capacity of the best facilities can be increased to compensate. (This often
requires investment.) An outstanding example is the increase in production
capacity at particular blast furnaces in the past decade and the associated
closure of many other blast furnaces.
Recycling is increasing for several materials, especially aluminum,
steel, and paper. The recycling occurs from three sources: the basic
materials facility itself, fabrication plants, and after use by consumers.
The first two sources are large, of high quality, and have been heavily
exploited for some time. New sources of post-consumer scrap are gradually being tapped. Improved marketing systems for collection of scrap
and delivery to manufacturers, perhaps with storage to absorb fluctuations
in supply and demand, are being developed for some materials and in
some geographical regions. New applications, i.e., manufacturing facilities in which the scrap content of products is increased or scrap is used
in new ways, are being created. Typically, manufacturers that commit
themselves to increased use of scrap find applications with less difficulty
than might have been expected. The economics of recycling depend, of
course, on scrap markets and applications. Typically, major profit and
energy saving opportunities are available in metals. Important but less
pervasive opportunities are available in paper, and the overall energy
savings compared to virgin materials use is debatable. The opportunities
tend to be limited to special situations in glass and plastics.
Most heavy industries switch back and forth between natural gas and
residual oil as prices change, without major investment or major impact
on total energy use. Also, there are occurring two changes in fuel use
which involve a very large investment. The first is that industry is gradually shifting to coal for very large heaters, especially at boiler plants,
in many geographical regions. This shift is not nearly as rapid as some
had expected because coal handling is difficult and training programs and
capital investment are required. Smaller heaters and plants, where the
total load is relatively small, do not seem to justify the effort. Heaters
where products are exposed to combustion gases are often unsuited for
coal. Pollution-control regulations may also inhibit use of coal. A switch
to coal usually doesn't strongly affect total energy requirements.
The second type of fuel change involves the increased use of organicwaste fuels, especially of wood-derived fuels, in the paper industry. More
than half of energy used in the paper industry now comes from this source.
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The efficiency of use of this energy is substantially less than that of
conventional fuels. Perhaps 75 percent as much fossil fuel will accomplish
the same heating as an average unit of wood-derived fuel because the
latter often contains a considerable amount of water and it is less concentrated and harder to handle.
Changes occurring in the mix of products within a materials sector
affect energy use. For example, some highly bleached kraft paper products
may require 35 million Btu/ton and unbleached kraft products 20 million
Btu/ton. In petroleum refining, the shift from gasoline with lead additive
to a high-octane no-lead fuel increases energy requirements, while a shift
from the relatively high gasoline production, characteristics of United
States operations, to more middle distillate would reduce energy requirements per barrel. The shift toward more viscous and higher-sulfur crudes
will increase energy requirements.
An Estimate of the Recent Reduction in Energy-intensity
The trade associations for the various basic materials industries, as
well as other industries, have in recent years annually reported energy
consumption per unit of production relative to 1972. The relative energy
intensities for 1981 are shown in Table 6. These reports are more up to
date and complete and are, perhaps, more reliable indicators of the change
in energy usage by these industries than census data. They are therefore
useful to estimate the change in total energy use by these industries
between 1972-81.
On the basis of energy use in 1980 (Table 1), and production tonnage
and energy intensities for 1980 and 1981 relative to 1972, analysis shows
that absolute energy use in producing the materials in question fell six
percent between 1972-81 .9 From the fact that production was greater
by a factor 1.128 in 1981 than 1972 (shown above), it can be deduced
that the average energy intensity of the basic materials industries fell 17
percent.
Comparing 1981 with 1973 and using the same methods as above, one
finds that absolute energy use in producing the basic materials fell 13
percent. Meanwhile, energy use by industry as a whole fell eight percent.
It is reasonable that these declines are comparable because of the dominant
role of basic materials production. There are a variety of factors which
push energy use in general industry both up and down with respect to
the energy use for basic materials. While it is less costly to reduce energy
19. Energy consumption in producing these materials is determined by working forward and
backward from 1980 using energy-intensity data reported by the trade association and tonnage
production. Energy includes electrical losses and chemical feedstocks but not wood-derived fuels.
It is found that the 1981 to 1972 energy use ratio was 0.965. While, assuming energy intensities
were the same on 1972-73, the 1981 to 1973 energy use ratio was 0.873.
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TABLE 6
ENERGY INTENSITY REDUCTIONS (UNADJUSTED) IN THE
BASIC MATERIALS INDUSTRIES
Reduction
1972-1981
(percent)

Basis
(carier or
primary)

Paper

25'

Carrier

Steel

l9b

Carrier

Chemicals
Aluminum
Petroleum Refining

24'
16d
91

Primary
Primary
Carrier

American Paper Institute, T. Grant and R. Slinn, Patterns of Fuel and Energy Consumption in the
U.S. Pulp an6 Paper Industry, 1972-1981 (June 1982). API also reported an adjusted improvement,
which accoLnts for changes such as those in capacity utilization, pollution control and fuel mix,
of 31%.
'American Iron and Steel Institute, Steel Industry Energy Consumption Drops Sharply (Apr. 23,
1982) (press release).
'This is the improvement "per unit of production," Chemical Manufacturers Association, Report
of the CMA to the U.S. DoE on Energy Efficiency Improvement on the Chemicals Industry in
1980 (1982).
dALUMINUM ASSOCIATION, ENERGY CONSERVATION AND THE ALUMINUM INDUSTRY
(Oct. 1982). The improvement excluding the energy to meet EPA regulation was 17%.
Letter from the American Petroleum Institute, to Mr. Joseph Tribble of the Department of Energy
(June I1, 1982). API also reported an adjusted improvement, which accounts for crude-quality,
product-mix and other changes, of 21% for 1972-81.

consumption in less energy intensive activities, these is less motivation
to do so. Industrial production has probably increased more in the less
energy intensive activities. The creation of new production facilities in
these less energy intensive areas has made it easier to reduce energy
intensities, but increased production has tended to increase absolute energy use.
CHANGES IN THE PAPER AND STEEL INDUSTRIES
Paper
Paper Manufacture
Paper and paperboard consist of cellulose fibers, usually wood fibers.
To make paper, wood is broken down into fibers, in the most common

process, by chemically dissolving at moderately high temperature, the
material that surrounds the fibers. The resulting mass of fibers is called
pulp. The fibers are typically one to three millimeters long. Pulp is also
commonly made by grinding wood or by a combination of mechanical
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and thermal action. It may be bleached. Pulp is also made from waste
paper. In the paper machine, a watery pulp is poured over a fast-moving
wire screen. In the mechanical and then thermal drying which follows,
the fibers bond to each other to form paper which is continuously fed
onto rolls.
Subsequent manufacture, sometimes at the paper mill and sometimes
at a separate mill, is called converting. The paper or paperboard is coated,
cut, folded, glued and packaged, as appropriate, to create various products. This stage is labor intensive but not energy intensive. The main
product categories shipped by the Paper and Allied Products Sector (Standard Industrial Classification 26) are: newsprint, paper for printing (e.g.,
for magazines, books, copying) and writing, tissue papers, bags and
industrial papers, corrugated shipping containers, box board products
(e.g., cold-cereal boxes, tubes, the backs of paper pads) and construction
papers, such as the facing of gypsum wallboard.
The Demand for Paper
In the 1950s and 1960s, the consumption of paper in the United States
grew with GNP. 20 During the 1970s it grew 1.5 percent per year more
slowly than GNP, or about 1.7 percent per year for 1969-79. Detailed
examination of products and markets demonstrates that this fall off occurred because of saturation of some markets and intense competition
from substitutes. 2'
The most important example of this onset of market maturity is shipping
containers. Corrugated containers for shipment of all kinds of consumer
goods grew much faster than goods production in the 1960s. Those of
us who are old enough may remember that shipping containers were not
ubiquitous in, say, 1950. During the 1970s, use of shipping containers
has tracked production of consumer goods. This decline in growth rate
is largely responsible for the change for the industry as a whole. Maturity
is also evident for many other products; the markets now appear to be
more closely tied to population than to economic activity. Examples are
newspapers, grocery bags, food containers, and sanitary tissues.
The most important examples of substitution are plastic packaging (for
paper bags and for food containers such as dairy cartons) and electronic
media (for newspapers). Printing papers (excluding newsprint) continue
20. Here paper refers to paper and paperboard. Trends in the production of paper are described
either by the Federal Reserve Board Index for pulp and paper mills (sectors 261-2-3) or, more or
less equivalently, by the production in tons of paper and paperboard reported by the American Paper
Institute, AMERICAN PAPER INSTITUTE, supra note 10. Consumption is related to production
in the latter reference.
21. Ross and Purcell, Decline of Materials Intensiveness: The U.S. Pulp and Paper Industry, 7
RESOURCES POLICY 235 (1981).
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to be a strong growth area, growing about one percent per year faster
than service employment. The information explosion goes on while the
paperless office remains a distant goal.
The relation between domestic demand and production is important.
The historically high level of imports from Canada, especially of newsprint, may well not grow in the future because a great amount of newsprint
capacity has been added recently, especially in the Southeast which is
closer to some growing markets. Meanwhile, a general increase in literacy
in the third world, and economic growth outside North America, should
provide growth markets for North American pulp and paper, including
waste paper pulp.2 2 North America has additional forest resources which
could be developed for that purpose, while wood or other raw materials
suitable for paper are scarce in most parts of the world except Siberia,
Southeast Asia and Brazil. In recent years, imports of paper have been
14 percent of domestic production with exports at seven percent. For
energy analysis, paper, rather than pulp production, is most relevant. A
gradual increase in net exports should occur, the rate of increase depending
on the world economy.
Another consideration is that there is no hint that the industry itself
could be exported, i.e., that the United States could be a source of pulp
wood, with much of the pulping and paper making being carried out
overseas. The advantages of locating the pulp mill near the forest seem
critical. Exports of pulp are, however, increasing gradually, from two to
three percent of domestic production in the late 1960s to four or five
percent in the early 1980s. 23 It is consequently estimated that paper production will grow from one to one and one-half percent per year more
slowly than GNP or, perhaps, at a rate of one and one-half percent per
year as an average for the next decade or two.
24

The Energy Intensity of Paper Production
The following discussion is organized as in the discussion titled Determinants of Energy Intensity. Rough estimates of the average rate of
change in energy intensity from various proximate sources will be made
22. R. Carlson, Wood Pulp and Paper Consumption Outlook (Sept. 1977) (presentation to the
FAO Advisory Committee on Pulp and Paper).
23. AMERICAN PAPER INSTITUTE, supra note 10, at 36.
24. Most detailed data on energy usage are from the American Paper Institute, id., and sources
summarized by H. Hirsch, Energy and Materials Flows in the Production of Pulp and Paper, Energy
and Environmental Systems Div., Argonne National Lab. (May 1981). Current technical change has
been reviewed in TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY, FUTURE
TECHNICAL NEEDS AND TRENDS IN THE PAPER INDUSTRY-Ill (R. Hagemeyer ed. March
1979) and briefly in Ross, Energy Consumption by Industry, 6 ANNUAL REVIEW OF ENERGY
379, 394-95 (1983).
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for the 1980s. The energy use counted is the purchased fossil fuels and
electricity.
New ProductionFacilities. New facilities are being constructed almost
entirely to meet added demand, rather than to replace old facilities. In
2
the 1970s, new capacity was added at the rate of 2.3 percent per year. 1
In 1980, the capacity was 70.8 million tons per year and production was
63.7 million tons.
The energy impact of state of the art new facilities is roughly a 3540 percent reduction in purchased energy requirements with respect to
an average plant,26 while a conventional new plant saves less. Assuming
a 30 percent reduction in purchased energy per ton in an average new
pulp and paper mill, compared to average performance at existing mills,
and that new facility capacity is added at the rate of two percent per year,
then in one year energy requirements per ton of production would be
reduced as a result of the introduction of new facilities by 0.6 percent.27
An adjustment is made to this estimate because a new pulping process
is being embodied in the mix of new facilities at a higher level than in
the mix of existing mills: thermo-mechanical pulping (TMP). TMP is
more energy intensive than the earlier groundwood process or than the
predominant chemical pulping process, and it used to substitute to some
degree for both. A simple estimate for the impact of the introduction of
TMP is an average loss of energy efficiency by the industry of 0.1 percent
per year from 1980 to 1990.28
Modernization of Existing Facilities.9 A quantitative estimate of the
impact of those modernization investments which the firm would call
energy conservation (including switching to wood-derived fuels) will be
made. The (weighted) average capital cost of saved energy of a sample
of conservation technologies from an industrial energy use model developed for the Mellon Institute is $11.4 per annual million Btu (1980
25. AMERICAN PAPER INSTITUTE, PAPER, PAPERBOARD AND WOODPULP CAPACITY
(various years).
26. See T. Johansson, P. Steen, E. Bogren and R. Fredricksson, Sweden Beyond Oil: The Efficient
Use of Energy, 219 SCIENCE 355 (1983), and M. CHIOGIOJI, supra note 14, at 487.
27. Consider one unit of existing production capacity and 0.02 units of new capacity which
requires only 0.7 as much energy per unit. Then total energy use per unit of production is
1.00 + 0.02 x 0.7
1.02

9

as great as with the old capacity alone; i.e., a drop of 0.6%. (Here 1.02 is the total capacity; and
equal capacity utilization in new and old facilities is assumed.)
28. This estimate is based on: (1) 6 million Btu per ton of pulp energy requirements-with
electricity at 10,000 Btu/kWh--compared to roughly zero net purchased energy requirements for
chemical pulping at a new facility, and (2) 2 million added tons per year of TMP pulp, 1980-90.
Some technologies making TMP more energy efficient are included in the modernization category.
29. A variety of examples are presented in ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION
IN PULP AND PAPER MILLS (M. Coleman ed., 1981).
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dollars). 3" Interviews with paper company energy managers suggest that
the in-practice cost of saved energy is slightly lower, in part because
some firms practice capital rationing,3" and tend to make only very high
return investments. Ten dollars annual million Btu will be adopted as the
capital cost of saved energy applicable in the next five to ten years. Note
that if a typical capital charge rate32 of 15-20 percent is adopted, this
cost corresponds to $9-12 per barrel of oil equivalent saved. (Currently,
gas or oil is ultimately displaced by most conservation steps taken at
paper mills.)
The level of capital investment devoted to conservation must be estimated in order to estimate the impact of such investment. On the basis
of McGraw Hill and American Paper Institute estimates, about $250
million (1980 dollars) per year has recently been invested in energy
conservation by the industry.33 Continuing this level of investment would
result in a purchased energy intensity reduction of over two percent per
year, using the capital cost of saved energy assumed above.34
The level of energy conservation investment used in the above analysis
may not properly reflect all the utility improvement being made: (1) bark
and other hogged fuel boilers and (2) the increasing efficiency of steam
systems, e.g., higher temperature boilers, utility control systems, and
cogeneration. An independent estimate of (1) can be made from API
data35 showing 20 trillion Btu per year of fossil fuel being displaced each
year by new investments (1977-81). This alone is a two percent per year
energy saving. In addition, the paper industry, perhaps because it is
already experienced in the area, is buying higher pressure boilers36 and
is actively interested in expanded cogeneration capacity. Large cogeneration projects based on coal and wood by-products typically offer fairly
30. The Energy Productivity Center of the Mellon Institute, The Pulp and Paper Industry, 2
REPORT OF THE INDUSTRIAL ENERGY PRODUCTIVITY PROJECT (April 1982). The cost
data quoted here was obtained by detailed analysis of data embodied in the model on technologies
selected by the author: vapor recompression, automatic process controls for digestors, blow heat
recovery, extended nip press, and bark boilers.
31. ALLIANCE TO SAVE ENERGY, supra note 16, at 23; J. VAN HORNE, FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT AND POLICY (5th ed., 1980).
32. This is the pretax real dollar rate. Thus if the discount rate for real dollars is d, and a project
has a life of T years, an initial capital expense of I dollar has the same present value as T equal
payments in years I to T of d/[l -(I +d) - T] dollars, which is the capital charge rate.
33. McGraw Hill Economics Department. 28th Annual McGraw-Hill Fall Survey of Preliminary
Plans for New Plants and Equipment (1981). Their percentage is combined with plant and equipment
investment data for pulp and paper mills (SIC 261-3) from Expenditures for Plant and Equipment,
etc., ANNUAL SURVEY OF MANUFACTURES 1980.
34. That is, $250 million divided by $10/(million Btu/year) all divided by the total energy carrier
use in pulp and paper mills (SIC 261-3) of 1135 trillion Btu/year. U.S. Bureau of the Census, supra
note 4 at 20 (1980).
35. T. Grant and R. Slinn, Patterns of Fuel and Energy Consumption in the U.S. Pulp and Paper
Industry, 1972-1981 (June 1982).
36. Id.
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good returns where the price of electricity from the grid is high (very
roughly speaking, along the coasts). Major investments in cogeneration
may occur when regulatory issues are settled and if the investment climate
improves.
Some energy is also saved by multiple purpose modernization projects
like paper machine rebuilds, new methods of bleaching, other projects
to reduce bleach water discharge, and process controls for pulping. These
are probably not included in firms' estimates of energy-conservation investment.
These possibilities suggest that the impact of modernization will be
more than two percent per year; two and a half to three percent is adopted
as an estimate.
Operations. No specific estimate will be given of the housekeeping
improvements which are still being made. One development, the tightening up on the discharge of water, may be reducing energy requirements
significantly.
Two major changes in input materials and in product mix are: (1) a
continuing increase in the fraction of pulp which is bleached and (2) a
continuing increase in the fraction of furnish to paper machines which is
recycled fiber. Increased bleaching increases the energy requirement per
ton of product. The impact of an increase in the fraction of chemical
pulps bleached from 48 percent to 49 percent in ten years (typical of the
rate of increase in the 1970s) would, however, only increase purchased
energy consumption by about 0.1 percent over the 1980s as a whole.37
The recycling of waste paper has been increasing and the trend can be
expected to continue.38 The change in energy intensity associated with
substituting recycled pulp for chemical pulp is relatively small. 9 There
are, however, clear energy savings when recycled pulp is substituted for
mechanical pulp or TMP in making newsprint or related products; but
such applications represent only a fraction of the uses the paper industry
37. This is based on an assumed added energy requirement of 5 million Btu/ton and 45 million
tons per year production of chemical pulp.
38. W. Franklin, Paper Recycling, The Art of the Possible, 1970-1985, a report by the Midwest
Research Institute to the Solid Waste Council of the Paper Industry (1973) and Franklin Associates,
Solid Waste Management and the Paper Industry, a report to the Solid Waste Council (Feb. 1979).
See also Ross and Purcell, supra note 21.
39. An interesting contradiction in public policy on recycling of paper developed under the Carter
Administration. The Department of Energy was required to set percentage targets for utilization of
recovered materials. This was opposed by the American Paper Institute in part on the basis that
energy savings would be small or negative, one alternative being that waste paper could be burned.
Department of Energy, Recovered Materials Utilization Targets, hearings on proposed rulemaking
(July 25, 1979). The Department of Energy also supported the creation of local solid waste energy
conversion facilities. The American Paper Institute opposed associated local ordinances (designed
to support proposed solid waste conversion facilities) which would restrict the recycling of paper in
favor of burning it. American Paper Institute, Preserving Waste Paper for Recycling (undated brochure).
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TABLE 7
ESTIMATED REDUCTIONS IN ENERGY INTENSITY
IN STEEL AND PAPER FOR THE 1980S
(percent per year)
Type of change

Paper'

Steel

New production facilities
Modernization
Operations

0.5
2.5-3
0-0.5

0.6
0.7
0.5

Total
1972-81 average

3 to 4
3

2
2

'Purchased fossil fuels and electricity in pulp and paper mills only.

has for waste paper. Overall, the energy saving generated by a certain
percent increase in the fraction of pulp which is recycled will be less than
that percentage. Thus, if the fraction of material in paper products which
is waste paper were to rise in the 1980s, as it did in the 1970s, by one
percent (from 24 to 25%), the energy saving would be much less than
one percent of purchased energy use.
The conclusion is clear. The modest trends known to be occurring in
materials inputs and product mix will not substantially affect energy use
per ton.
The estimates just discussed are summarized in Table 7 showing a
resulting three to four percent per year decline in energy intensity for the
paper industry.
Steel4"

Steel Manufacture
The main route to steel mill products involves four major steps after
ore preparation. By now, essentially all ore arrives at the mill in the form
of pellets of enriched iron content. The first step at the mill is the removal
of oxygen (reduction) and other impurities from iron ore in the blast
furnace, yielding a molten carbon-iron solution. The blast furnace complex includes facilities to drive off the volatile materials from coal to
make coke. Of the volatile materials, the gas is used as fuel at the mill
and the heavier components are partly used to make industrial chemicals.
Pieces of coke and ore (and flux material) are stacked in the blast furnace
40. For a general historical and economic analysis of the industry see Adams and Mueller, The
Steel Industry, in THE STRUCTURE OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY (W. Adams 6th ed., 1982).
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and hot air is blown through. Under these conditions the oxygen migrates
from iron to carbon and leaves as blast furnace gas. The iron melts and
trickles to the bottom where it is eventually tapped and delivered as molten
metal to the steelmaking (narrow definition) facility.
The steelmaking step involves the further purification of the iron by
removing (most of) the carbon and certain impurities, and the addition
of small amounts of other materials as appropriate. Another route to steel
is to melt scrap steel. The latter is usually the sole source of steel at
"mini" mills. Three principal steelmaking furnaces are in use: the basic
oxygen vessel in which oxygen is blown into the molten metal to burn
out the carbon, the electric arc furnace for melting scrap, and the open
hearth furnace which is declining in importance.
The molten steel is then rough shaped either via the conventional route
of cooling as ingots, heating in a soaking pit and rough rolling, or directly,
via a continuous caster. The final step is finishing, typically involving
reheating to red hot temperatures and rolling. Cold rolling may also be
involved. The product may be surface treated and/or annealed. It is then
packaged for shipment.
The Demand for Steel
Steel has essentially become a zero-growth product when measured in
tons shipped. The apparent supply (production plus net imports) of steel
mill products has fluctuated considerably since 1970 with the high occurring in 1973. 4" The general trend is fiat. The reason is that there are
very many mature products in many markets and some major products
losing markets. Although there has been growth in energy-supply products
such as pipe, new products and markets hold out little hope for a major
increase in overall tonnage.
The product areas where gross tonnage has been declining are, in order
of importance, automobiles, construction, and packaging. 4" For much of
the 1970s, automotive steel accounted for about one quarter of shipments.
Projections of automobile production and downsizing suggest that a significant part of this market (as tonnage) is being lost. A substantial part
of the decline in these three product areas is associated with improved
steels and better designed final products enabling the job to be done with
less steel. Substitution of other materials is also important. In packaging,
for example, the tin can is suffering from severe competition from plastics
and aluminum.
The focus of planning for this industry, and many other basic materials
41. AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, supra note 10.
42. The decline in construction products may be an artifact of the available data. Fully 38% of
the tonnage of products reported by AISI are not classified.
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industries, should not be the possibility that sustained growth in tonnage
will begin again, but that, for the bulk of products, profits need to be
made at zero growth. Cutting costs is an essential part of such a focus.
During the 1970s, imports hovered around 15 percent of supply. There
is a real potential for substantial increases in imports, i.e., for much of
the industry to be lost overseas, in spite of the fact that the domestic raw
materials are plentiful. The issue of protection for domestic producers
(described in terms of foreign subsidies and dumping by steel makers
and of the economic inefficiency of the domestic industry by many economists) has become highly politicized.
43

The Energy Intensity of Steel Production
New Production Facilities. No new integrated steel mills are being
built, but mini-mills to meet particular product and geographical needs
and new facilities at existing plants are being built. The combined impact
of this activity and extensive closing of plants and facilities has been a
reduction in capacity in recent years.
Two major developments are the replacement of open hearth furnaces
and the substitution of continuous for batch casting and rough shaping.
(Other major developments will be discussed under operations.) Open
hearth furnaces declined from producing 30 percent of new steel in 1970
to 12 percent in 1980."4 This share should decline to a few percent during
the 1980s. The electric arc furnaces' share rose from 15 percent to 28
percent during the period and the basic oxygen facilities' share from 48
to 60 percent. However, the share of basic oxygen steelmakers has held
steady since the mid 1970s while the electric furnaces' share continues
to rise. This relative shift to the electric arc and to mini-mills is accompanied by a substantial increase in the use in steel making of post-mill
scrap (to be discussed below).
Continuous casting of raw steel has increased from nine percent in
1975 to 20 percent in 1981. The industry has projected it will rise to 45
percent by 1988." 5 Continuous casting is felt to provide improved quality
43. In addition to reports referred to below, several specific technical opportunities are analyzed
in terms of energy impact in: AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, ENERGY CONSERVATION IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY (1976); A. D. Little Inc., Environmental Considerations of
Selected Energy Conserving Manufacturing Process Options: Vol. II. Iron and Steel Industry Report,
a report to the Industrial Environmental Research Laboratory, Environmental Protection Agency,
Cincinnati (Dec. 1976); J. Darby, Jr. and R. Arons, Materials Flows in the Fabrication of Iron and
Steel Semifinished Products, a report by the Energy and Environmental Systems Div., Argonne
National Laboratory (Aug. 1979); and Battelle Columbus Laboratories, Implementation of Energy
Conservation Technology in the Steel Industry, a report in two volumes to the Office of Industrial
Programs, DoE (Aug. 1980). For a brief summary see Ross, supra note 24, at 393-94.
44. AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, supra note 10 at 55.
45. AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, STEEL AT THE CROSSROADS: THE
AMERICAN STEEL INDUSTRY IN THE 1980s (1980).
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for some kinds of products, although it is not advantageous for all. Energy
is saved directly (1.5 to 2 billion Btu per ton of shipped steel products)
and indirectly by increasing the yield of products from raw steel from an
average of about 70 percent to almost 85 percent. Total energy savings
46
of roughly 5 million Btu per ton of shipped products are implied.
Since various flows of metal (yields, scrap input, etc.) are changing,
particular sources of energy savings interact with each other. To obtain
a rough estimate of the energy savings associated with a reduction to five
percent open hearth steel making (mostly through an increase in electric
arc steel making to 33 percent) and an increase of continuous casting to
45 percent of raw steel by 1990, a flow model with fixed yields and
energy requirements for each substep was developed.4 7 It indicates a six
percent drop in energy requirements per ton of shipped products from
these sources during the 1980s.
One possible problem with this scenario is a shortage of scrap of good
quality. The increased use of scrap in electric arc furnaces to make steel,
combined with the decreased production of scrap generated at the mill
because of continuous casting, implies that post-mill scrap charged to
steelmaking furnaces will increase from about 26 percent of shipped
product tonnage to 35-40 percent during the 1980s." 8 Scrap is also used
at the blast furnaces, directly by foundries, and is exported. This implies
an increase in the annual post-mill scrap requirement of 10-17 million
tons per year during the 1980s.49 One indication that a 10-17 million ton
increase in the annual level of scrap collection would be difficult to achieve
is that scrap exports have averaged near eight or nine million tons per
year. Moreover, under favorable conditions including price increases for
scrap substantially greater than those for steel, annual scrap purchases
by domestic steel mills and foundries increased about 10 million tons per
year during the 1970s. 5" A different indication is that the specific products
that can be produced from scrap with the high copper content characterizing much post consumer scrap already involve high scrap inputs.
The increase in imports of final products made from steel and an
46. Battelle Columbus Laboratories, the Potential for Energy Conservation in the Steel Industry,
a report to the Federal Energy Administration (May 1975); A. Little, Research Development and
Demonstration for Energy Conservation: Preliminary Identification of Opportunities in Iron and Steel
Making, a report to the Department of Energy (Jan. 1978).
47. The flow model which was developed by the author is primarily based on data from AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, supra note 10 and Battelle Columbus Laboratories, supra
note 46.
48. Id.
49. Based at the low end on an increase in post-mill scrap charging from 26 to 35% with shipments
of steel mill products at 100 million tons per year, and at the high end on an increase from 26 to
40% with shipments at 125 million tons per year.
50. INSTITUTE OF SCRAP IRON AND STEEL, FACTS (1979) and NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RECYCLING INDUSTRIES, ANNUAL REVIEW OF SCRAP METALS (1981).
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extension of scrap collection enabled the increased use of post-consumer
scrap during the 1970s. Whether or not collections of post-consumer
scrap can be significantly increased further has become a highly political
question, with the steel industry being pessimistic and having an interest
in the control of exports,5" and the scrap industry being optimistic and
calling for free trade policies that would support a long term trend to
increased scrap prices. 2 In this atmosphere it is hard to draw a conclusion.
But there is cer..ainly a good possibility that mini-mill capacity will be
expanded beyond scrap resources. Some think the resulting adjustment
would bring scrap prices above the cost of direct-reduced iron and53 that
direct reduction capacity would then be built in the United States.
There are also real possibilities of more dramatic change in steelmaking. 54 Direct reduction of iron oxides as an alternative to the blast furnace
is an example of a well-developed technolcgy. Direct forming of finished
shapes, e.g., from powders, is a radical notion for most products. There
are a variety of technologies such as direct rolling which are at an intermediate stage of development and commercial implementation.
Modernization of Existing Facilities. A quantitative estimate of the
impact of modernization investments separate from creation of facilities
like those for steelmaking and casters will, unfortunately, be shaky. The
capital cost of saved energy of a sample of retrofit technologies lies in
the range 40¢ to six dollars per million Btu/yr (1980 dollars).55 Interviews
with steel company energy managers suggest that the in-practice average
cost of saved energy lies toward the upper end of that range. Five dollars
per annual million Btu is adopted as the capital cost of saved energy
applicable in the next five to ten years. Note that if a typical capital charge
rate56 of 15-20 percent is adopted, this cost corresponds to four to six
dollars per barrel of oil equivalent. Natural gas is ultimately displaced
by most conservation projects, so this saved energy is low cost energy
indeed.
51. American Iron and Steel Institute, Inflation and Ferrous Scrap (1981) (brochure).
52. See on the one hand, Robert R. Nathan Associates, Price-Volume Relationships for the Supply
of Scrap Iron and Steel: A Study of Price Elasticity of Supply, a report to The Metal Scrap Research
and Education Foundation (1979), and earlier reports by RRNA to the Foundation. See on the other
hand, W. Hogan and F. Koelble, Purchased Ferrous Scrap, United States Demand and Supply
Outlook, a study prepared for the American Iron and Steel Institute (June 1977).
53. The cost of direct reduced iron is about $120/ton and scrap $80/ton (1981).
54. See T. Johansson, supra note 26; OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, TECHNOLOGYAND STEEL INDUSTRY COMPETITIVENESS 185 ff (1980). Szekely, Toward Radical
Changes in Steelmaking, 81 TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 22 (Feb. 1979).
55. The Energy Productivity Center of the Mellon Institute, The Iron and Steel Industry, REPORT
OF THE INDUSTRIAL ENERGY PRODUCTIVITY PROJECT (April 1982). The steel technologies
selected by the author were: improved preheating of steel ladles, external desulfurization, coal
injection at the blast furnace and improved heat recovery at reheat furnaces.
56. See note 32 supra.
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The recent level of investment in conservation, as reported in surveys,
is about $230 million/yr. 7 This is probably in substantial part for continuous casters and should be corrected downward here. If $100 million/
yr is adopted as the level of spending which will occur for smaller energy
conservation projects, then an energy intensity reduction of 0.7 percent
per year is projected. 8
Operations. No estimate will be made of the further housekeeping
improvements that will be made. Two important areas of innovation are
considered: blast furnace energy efficiency and capacity improvements,
and retention of sensible heat in ingots and rough shaped pieces through
rapid reheat and rolling practices.
In recent decades, tremendous strides have been made in reducing the
coke rate in blast furnaces (the ratio of coke input to hot metal produced).
This progress is associated with: (1) the shift from lump ore to pellets,
(2) injection of substitute oil and gas, (3) higher air blast temperatures,
(4) increased capacity enabling the closure of less efficient blast furnaces,
(5) external desulfurization (a conservation technology included in the
analysis of the preceding section) and (6) more consistent coke. 59 In
addition to further application of the above, oxygen injection, coal injection, high pressure tops, improved distribution of the burden and use
of sensors and controls should enable the trend to continue (some of these
have substantial capital costs). In 1950, the coke ratio was 0.92 and by
1985 perhaps it will be 0.50.' A net reduction of energy use of 0.3
percent per year is estimated to occur in the 1980s as a result of the
changes which are primarily operational. 6'
Operational improvements to retain sensible heat in ingots and rough
shapes are assumed to become widely adopted in the 1980s. This is
estimated to reduce soaking pit and reheat furnace requirements by 20
percent or an average reduction of about 0.2 percent per year in the
overall energy intensity of steelmaking.62
57. Expenditures for Plant and Equipment, etc., supra note 33.
58. That is, $100 million/year divided by $5/(million Btu/yr) divided by 2840 trillion Btu/year
base energy use for SIC 331 from Table 1.
59. M. CHIOGIOJI, supra note 14.
60. W. Hogan and F. Koelble, Analysis of the U.S. Metallurgical Coke Industry, a report to the
Economic Development Administration of the Department of Commerce (Oct. 1979); AMERICAN
IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, supra note 10; and M. CHIOGIOJI, supra note 14.
61. Based on the assumption that the 1970s (regression analysis) trend of a 1% per year reduction
in coke rate would continue through the 1980s as a result of operational changes.
62. Based on a 1980 requirement in soaking pits and reheat furnaces about 5 million Btu per
shipped ton, from the flow model, see note 47 supra and energy intensity of 33 million Btu/shipped
ton 1980 from Table 4, indicating that a 20% reduction in soaking pit and reheat furnace energy
under 1980 conditions would reduce the energy intensity overall by 0.30%. This opportunity would
be substantially reduced by the end of the decade primarily because the soaking pits and furnaces
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The estimates just discussed showing a two percent per year energyintensity reduction for steel are summarized in Table 3.
CONCLUSIONS
During the past decade, the absolute use of energy by industry declined;
for example it was eight percent less in 1981 than 1973. The absolute
use of energy by basic materials industries declined 13 percent, comparing
the same years. This absolute decline is associated in large part with the
low level of production in the early 1980s; but in the absence of recession,
i.e., if growth had continued as during the preceding decade, the absolute
energy consumption of the basic materials industries in 1981 would still
have been stagnant. 63 Detailed information on production by energy intensive manufacturing sectors and information on energy conservation
procedures and opportunities of manufacturers suggests that the decline
or stagnation in industrial energy use experienced during the past decade
will continue.
This projection disagrees with many others.' High growth in energy
requirements, however, is typically projected on the basis of indices of
production which are incompatible with the measures used for energy
intensity. For example, the Federal Reserve Board index for industrial
production should not be simply folded with estimates of the trend for
reduced energy intensity based, e.g., on energy use per ton of product.
In this paper, this problem was resolved by describing production of basic
materials in tons and, it must be admitted, avoiding any attempt to describe
production and energy conservation in the non-materials sectors.
Describing basic materials production in tons, one finds that materials
are playing a declining role in the economy. While GNP grew 3.2 percent
per year in the 1970s, basic materials production only grew 2.5 percent
per year.65 The reason for this difference is twofold: not only is goods
production declining as a fraction of GNP, but goods which are materials
intensive (high in pounds per dollar) tend to be mature in the marketplace.
Thus, the growth of materials-intensive products is tending to follow
population variables rather than income, while most products with high
would be much more efficient. On the other hand production would be higher than in 1980. An
average 0.2% per year improvement due to the operation changes is estimated.
63. For example, extending the regression fit to the 1970-80 production index for basic materials
(see note 13 supra) to 1981 shows production 9% higher than actual. At the same energy intensities,
energy use by the basic materials industries in the non-recession model would thus have been over
4% lower in 1981 than in 1973.
64. For example the Dep't of Energy projected industrial energy requirements to be 37 quads
(including electrical losses) in 1990 (OFFICE OF POLICY PLANNING AND ANALYSIS, ENERGY
PROJECTIONS TO THE YEAR 2000 at 4-17 (July 1981)). This is some 22% higher than actual
1980 consumption and some 13% higher than a non-recession estimate of 1980 energy consumption.
65. Regression fit to log of production index described in supra note 13.
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growth potential are not materials intensive. Of course, all such forecasts
are subject to gross error, but there is no hint that this trend, which has
become stronger in recent years, will not continue.
The other important component in the decline or stagnation of industrial
energy use is the reduction of energy intensities. From 1972 to 1981,
industrial consumption of energy per real dollar of value added declined
18 percent. 66 The basic materials industries, which dominate industrial
energy use, reduced their energy consumption per ton of product an
average of 17 percent in this period. This reduction can be analyzed in
terms of three changes in production: (1) creation of major new production
facilities, (2) modernization of existing plants, and (3) changes in manufacturing operations. As we move further into the 1980s, it may be that
the third category, especially that called housekeeping, will have diminishing influence on further reductions on energy intensity. On the other
hand, the investment areas (1) and (2) have up to now been inhibited by
the poor climate for investment in plant and equipment in basic industries.
In a strong economy, these factors could have high and sustained importance.
Many firms in heavy industry have been investing only in very highreturn cost-cutting projects. The energy related investment opportunities
have yet to be extensively or systematically exploited by many firms
(although in some cases the engineering effort which is required is increasing). Thus, most of the opportunities remain and the cost of saved
energy remains about the same as it has been. A fundamental problem
for basic industries remains the low level of investment in modem plant
and equipment. It is unknown whether these industries will undertake
large energy related investments. Two positive factors are the strengthening of businesses providing equipment and services to reduce energy
costs, and the establishment of effective energy management procedures
by the energy users, especially after the 1979 oil price shock. It seems
likely that mild increases or decreases in energy prices will be of less
importance to energy related investment decisions than the general economic health of the basic materials industries. An important insight provided by the brief look at the paper and steel industries was that if energy
related investment continues at the level immediately preceding 1982,
then annual reductions in energy intensity will continue at roughly the
average level that characterized the 1972-81 period. This level of reductions will occur even at relatively moderate levels of investment because the energy conservation opportunities continue to be excellent.
The above remarks apply to overall energy use and to the dominant
66. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Department of Commerce, Gross Product Originating for
mining, agriculture, construction and manufacturing.
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energy forms of oil and gas (combined). The prognosis for electricity and
coal may be different: there are both upward forces on industrial electricity
demand (e.g., the introduction of a variety of efficient process technologies relying on electricity) and downward forces (e.g., conservation of
electricity in existing electricity-intensive applications). The evidence
simply is not in. While electricity use by industry has risen significantly
in the past decade, electricity price increases became severe only recently.
For coal, fuel prices tend to support demand while high capital and other
costs inhibit it. Coal use will probably grow, but slowly if oil and gas
prices hold near present levels.

